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57 ABSTRACT 

A method of producing a computer program for a computer 
capable of operating in a plurality of disjoint instruction Sets. 
The method produces a plurality of independently callable 
functions. For each function the method determines a target 
instruction Set employed by the function. The method pro 
vides the function with a name corresponding to the target 
instruction Set. The function name is preferably a modifica 
tion of a user provided function name corresponding to the 
target instruction Set. The method identifies each call of 
another independent function and provides each with a name 
corresponding to the target instruction Set. The method 
produces a Veneer function for each function and for each 
other instruction Set. The Veneer functions include changing 
the computer from operating in the other instruction set to 
operating in the target instruction Set, calling the correspond 
ing function, changing the computer to operate in the other 
instruction Set, and a return command. Each Veneer function 
is provided with a name corresponding to the other instruc 
tion Set. Each function and its corresponding Veneer func 
tions are converted into a linkable object code module and 
then linked into an executable object code file of the 
computer program. The linker preferably omits from the 
executable object code file any veneer functions not called 
by a function. 

25 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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MANTAINING CODE CONSISTENCY 
AMONG PLURAL INSTRUCTION SETS WIA 

FUNCTION NAMING CONVENTION 

This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) 
(1) of provisional application number 60/026,841 filed Sep. 
27, 1996. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The technical field of this invention is that of program 
compilers and particularly program compilers for computers 
capable of operating under plural disjoint instruction Sets. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Some microprocessors Support multiple, disjoint instruc 
tion Sets which can be selected or changed during program 
execution. When using Such a microprocessor, the program 
development tools, Such as a compiler, assembler, linker, 
debugger, must manage the State of the processor. These 
program development tools must track and control which 
instruction Set should be employed at each point in the 
program. 

The version 7 of an ARM microprocessor is capable of 
executing in either of two disjoint instruction Sets. The first 
instruction set is called the ARM instruction set. All ARM 
instructions are 32 bits in length. This was the original 
instruction set for the family of microprocessors. The 32 bit 
instructions permit coding many functions as well as 
enabling Specification of two Source registers and a desti 
nation register. The ARM instruction Set is constructed 
according to the reduced instruction Set computer (RISC) 
model. Instruction sets employing the RISC model are 
generally known for their speed of computation due to 
reduced decode complexity and Simplified operation model. 
The second instruction set is called the THUMB instruction 
set. All THUMB instructions are 16 bits in length. The 
THUMB instruction set is a Subset of the ARM instruction 
Set. During the decode phase the microprocessor transforms 
each THUMB instruction into the corresponding ARM 
instruction. Operations coded in the THUMB instruction set 
generally operate more slowly than equivalent operations 
coded in the ARM instruction set. This is due to the 
additional decode processing and the limitations of the leSS 
rich set of instructions. However, functions coded in the 
THUMB instruction set generally require less program 
memory than equivalent functions coded in the ARM 
instruction set. The reduced length of the THUMB instruc 
tions relative to the ARM instructions produces this result. 
This is advantageous especially for portable embedded 
processors which may have limited memory Space. The 
ARM microprocessor has two states: the ARM state, in 
which it executes only ARM instructions; and the THUMB 
state, in which it executes only THUMB instructions. Both 
instruction Sets contain an instruction which changes the 
microprocessor to the other State. 

The process of changing between the ARM and THUMB 
States is expensive in time. The ARM microprocessor is 
pipelined, that is, portions of plural instructions are execut 
ing in different hardware at the Same time. Thus the micro 
processor may fetch one instruction, decode an earlier 
instruction, execute a yet earlier instruction and Store the 
results of a still earlier instruction. Upon changing from one 
State to another, all later instructions in the instruction 
pipeline are in the wrong instruction Set. Thus the instruction 
pipeline must be flushed and reloaded. This process idles 
and wastes computational resources which could otherwise 
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2 
have been devoted to performing the flushed instructions. AS 
a result, the accepted practice changes States only on func 
tion entry and exit. Therefore, any particular function is 
either entirely coded in ARM-state instructions or in 
THUMB-state instructions. 

In a typical application, it is desirable to have Some 
functions compiled in ARM state and other functions com 
piled in THUMB state. For example, some time critical 
operations and often used inner loops would be coded in the 
faster ARM instruction set. Other operations which are not 
time critical would be coded in the THUMB instruction set. 
This would result in a generally Smaller program code size 
with little Speed degradation. The decision of how to com 
pile a particular function is typically decided by the pro 
grammer. In Such a program, the compiler must generate 
code for a function in one State which may be called by code 
in the other State. The compiler must also generate code for 
a call to a function with an unknown State to Support Separate 
function compilation. 

In the prior art the general Solution is to generate Veneer 
functions for each function. A veneer function manages the 
State change when the function is called by code in the other 
state. To illustrate, for an ARM-state function called "xyz', 
we would have the following veneer function: 

xyz veneer: 
<change to ARM states 
call xyz 
<change to THUMB states 
<return to callers 

THUMB instruction(s) 
ARM instruction 
ARM instruction(s) 
THUMB instruction 

In this example, calls to “xyz' from THUMB-state code 
would generate a call to “xyz veneer.” The "xyz veneer” 
function changes to the ARM-State, calls "Xy Z’, restores the 
THUMB-state, and returns to the caller. ARM-state code 
may call "xyz' directly. The reverse occurs for a THUMB 
state function “uvw': 

WW Weleer: 

<change to THUMB states 
calluvw. 
<change to ARM states 
<return to callers 

ARM instruction(s) 
THUMB instruction 
THUMB instruction(s) 
ARM instruction 

In this case, all calls to function “uvw” from ARM-state 
code would generate a call to “uvw veneer'. THUMB-state 
code would call “uvw' directly. 

This procedure presents a problem to the development 
tools. The development tools must determine when veneers 
are needed for a function. Producing unneeded Veneers in 
the object code would needlessly increase the code size. The 
development tools must insert the Veneers as required. 
Finally, the development tools must rewrite all calls which 
require a State change to call the corresponding Veneers. 
Ideally this process should be seamleSS and transparent to 
the user programmer. 
The prior approach to this problem uses the linker during 

the final link. The linker first reads all the object code 
functions. The linker then identifies the compiled code state 
of each function. The linker next determines for each 
function if it is ever called by a function which is compiled 
in the opposite State. For each Such function, the linker must 
generate a corresponding Veneer. For an ARM-State 
function, the linker generates a THUMB-state veneer. For a 
THUMB-state function, the linker generates an ARM-state 
veneer. The linker determines for each call instruction for 
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code for either state if the destination of the call is compiled 
in the opposite State of the call instruction. If So, the linker 
must rewrite the call instruction to call the corresponding 
WCCC. 

There are several difficulties with this prior art approach. 
The linker must identify the object code associated with 
each function and the State in which it is compiled. The 
linker needs to be able to generate or modify instructions. 
Providing these capabilities is a major disadvantageous 
complication for a target-independent linker. These tasks are 
not particularly complex. However, these tasks are not 
normally within the Scope of what a linker is expected to do. 
Accordingly, providing these additional capabilities to a 
linker presents major problems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention is a method of producing a computer 
program for a computer capable of operating in a plurality 
of disjoint instruction Sets. The method produces a plurality 
of independently callable functions. For each function the 
method determines a target instruction Set employed by the 
function. The method provides the function with a name 
corresponding to the target instruction Set. In the preferred 
embodiment, the function name is a modification of a user 
provided function name. This modification corresponds to 
the target instruction Set employed by the function. The 
modification could be provision of a prefix, Suffix or infix 
corresponding to the target instruction Set. 

The method identifies within the function each call of 
another independent function. The method provides each 
Such identified call with a name corresponding to the target 
instruction Set of the function. These names are preferably 
provided by modification of a user provided name in the 
Same manner as naming the function. 

The method produces a veneer function for each function 
and for each other instruction Set. The Veneer functions 
include changing the computer from operating in the other 
instruction Set to operating in the target instruction Set of 
Said corresponding function, calling the corresponding 
function, changing the computer to operate in the other 
instruction Set, and a return command in the other instruction 
Set. Each Veneer function is provided with a name corre 
sponding to the other instruction Set, which is preferably a 
modification of the original function name. 

Each function and its corresponding veneer function are 
converted into linkable object code files. This could be by 
compiling a high level language Source code or by assem 
bling an assembly language Source code. Lastly, the linkable 
object code files are linked into an executable object code 
file of the computer program. The linker preferably omits 
from the executable object code file any Veneer functions not 
called by a function. 

This technique takes advantage of the normal operations 
of parts of the program development Suite. All code gen 
eration for Veneer functions are handled by the compiler or 
assembler, which normally provide code generation. All 
handling of the naming convention is by modification of an 
unconstrained user provided name. Thus the operation is 
transparent to the programmer. Lastly, the linker operation 
does not require functions not normally required of a linker. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other aspects of this invention are illustrated in 
the drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates in flow chart form the process of editing 
Source code files, 
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4 
FIG. 2 illustrates in flow chart form the process of 

compiling in accordance with the invention; and 
FIG. 3 illustrates in flow chart form the process of 

assembling in accordance with the invention. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 

This invention provides a advantageous manner for con 
trolling function calls in a computer which Supports 
multiple, disjoint instruction Sets. This invention employs 
Separate compiler and linker using the unique Strengths of 
each. It is transparent to the programmer because it does not 
require any additional effort on the part of the programmer 
in order to operate effectively. 
The typical Suite of development tools includes a 

compiler, an assembler and a linker. The compiler takes 
Source code generated in a high level programming language 
plus compiler directives Specified by the programmer and 
generates independent functions of object code in the target 
instruction Set of the computer. The assembler permits the 
programmer to specify the exact instructions in the target 
instruction Set of the computer employing user mnemonics. 
In a typical program the programmer would employ the 
assembler only for functions having critical design restric 
tions of run time operation or code size. It is generally 
believed that assembled programs can be faster and employ 
leSS program memory than compiled programs. However, it 
requires a higher level of programming expertise to program 
with an assembler than with a compiler. The linker takes 
object code functions generated by the compiler and the 
assembler, resolves calls between functions and forms the 
completed program. The linker employs the known length of 
each function and a determined order to resolve function 
calls by name into references by memory address. Some but 
not all linkers omit from the completed program any func 
tions that are never called. This is helpful in many instances 
because it does not require program memory Space for 
unused portions of program code. 

This division between compiler/assembler and linker per 
mits separate function compilation. The programmer is 
permitted to modify only a single function of the program or 
Substitute a new function. The linker could link the program 
using the modified or substitute function without the need to 
recompile or reassemble other functions that are unchanged. 
Under this division of tasks the linker needs little informa 
tion about the individual functions, only their name, their 
length and the identity of any external references. Thus a 
linker could be independent of the instruction Set of com 
puter. This permits the linker to be a very simple program. 

In Summary, the invention employs the compiler or 
assembler to generate Veneers for each function and employs 
the linker to remove unused Veneers. Code State consistency 
is maintained between functions through the use of a naming 
convention. In the following Figures the operation of 
editing, compiling, assembling and linking are discussed 
Separately. This separate discussion of these aspects of 
program development is only illustrative. It is contemplated 
that program development could take place in a integrated 
environment integrating these plural functions and possible 
additional debugging functions into a single user program. 

FIG. 1 illustrates the editing functions 100. The process of 
editing is Substantially the same whether the Source file is to 
be in a high level language for later compilation or in 
instruction mnemonics for latter assembly. Upon entering 
the EDIT mode (start block 101), editor allows the program 
mer to specify the name of a current program function (block 
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102). In the typical program development environment, the 
program name is specified by the name given to the top level 
function. As will be detailed below, the names given the 
program code functions are important to this invention. 
However, in the preferred embodiment the compiler and 
assembler automatically handle the naming convention of 
this application. No Special action on the part of the pro 
grammer is necessary. Note that this process may include 
creation of a new function, if the programmer Selects a new 
function name. Alternatively, this proceSS may include recall 
for editing an existing function, it the programmer Selects a 
name of a prior function. 

The editor allows the programmer to specify the target 
instruction set of the current program function (block 103). 
This invention is for use with a computer operating under 
more than one independent instruction Set. In a compiler 
environment this Specification could be made by a compiler 
directive. In this case, the editor permits entry of the 
compiler directive into the Source code. It is also feasible 
that the editor permits differing operations and enables 
differing tools dependent upon the Selected instruction Set. In 
an assembler environment, either the editor could be dedi 
cated to a Single instruction Set or could permit operation in 
a Selected one of the plural instruction Sets and may permit 
differing operations and enable differing tools dependent 
upon the Selected instruction Set. It is also possible that the 
instruction Set can be specified only at the time of compi 
lation or assembly. In this case, the editor plays no part in 
this process and block 103 is omitted. 

The editor next Supports the programmer creating and 
editing the program function (block 104). In a compiler 
environment, this involves Specification of the program 
functions in a high level language Such as Ada, C, Fortran, 
Pascal, etc. The particular high level language is not impor 
tant to this invention. It is contemplated that the programmer 
may specify functions called by the current function. In the 
prior art, programmers are generally able to freely assign 
names to these called functions. AS will be further explained 
below, the names given the program code functions are 
important to this invention. However, in the preferred 
embodiment the compiler or the assembler automatically 
handles the naming convention of this application. No 
Special action on the part of the programmer in naming 
called functions is necessary. In an assembler environment, 
this editing involves Specification of the program function in 
the mnemonics for the target instruction Set. This editing 
block 104 contemplates all the normal program editing 
functions known in the art. 

The editor gives the programmer the opportunity to end 
editing the current function (decision block 105). If the 
programmer chooses not to end editing the current function, 
the editing process returns to block 104 to continue editing 
the current function. If the programmer chooses to end 
editing the current function (decision block 105), the source 
code of the current function is saved (block 106) by writing 
to a disk file in the Same manner as the prior art. 

If the programmer chooses to end editing the current 
function, the editor gives the programmer to an opportunity 
to create or edit another function (decision block 107). If the 
programmer chooses to work on another function, the edit 
ing proceSS returns to processing block 102 for Specification 
of the function name. This will be followed by specification 
of the target instruction set (block 103), editing the source 
code (block 104) and return to decision block 105. If the 
programmer chooses not to work on another function, the 
editing process is then complete and the EDIT mode termi 
nates (end block 108). 
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6 
FIG. 2 illustrates the function of the compiler 200. Upon 

entering the COMPILE MODE (start block 201), the pro 
grammer must Specify the name of the program to be 
compiled (block 202). In the typical case, the name of the 
top level function is the name given to the program. The 
compiler accepts a Specification of the target instruction Set 
(block 203). In the preferred embodiment, the target instruc 
tion Set is specified at compile time. This could be via the 
command line when the compiler is started. This could also 
be specified via an option Selected after Starting the compiler 
as shown in block 203. Lastly, it is feasible to specify the 
target instruction Set via a compiler directive included in the 
Source code of the function. In this case, Specification of the 
target instruction Set takes place only after reading the 
Source code file. The compiler may optionally employ a 
default instruction Set in the absence of a user choice. 
Regardless on the method, the compiler must be set to only 
one of the plural instruction Sets. The compiler then reads the 
Source code file corresponding to the program name Speci 
fied by the programmer (block 204) from disk. The compiler 
then generates an object code file in the target instruction Set 
(block 205). This process generally the same as known in the 
art. The compiler will name called functions according to a 
naming convention in a manner that will be explained below. 
The compiler then alters the name given to the function 
according to the naming convention (block 206), which will 
be explained below. The compiler then stores the object code 
file with the altered name (block 207) on disk. 
The compiler then forms a corresponding Veneer function 

(block 208) in the first additional instruction set. As noted 
above each Veneer function includes: one or more com 
mands to change the computer from operating in the addi 
tional instruction set to operating in the original instruction 
Set; a call to the original function in the original instruction 
Set; one or more commands to change the computer from 
operating in the original instruction Set of the function to 
operating in the additional instruction Set, and a return 
command in the additional instruction Set. The compiler then 
alters the Source code specified original function name 
according to the naming convention for the new instruction 
set (block 209). The compiler then stores an object code file 
of the veneer function (block 210) on disk. 
The compiler then checks to determine if Veneer functions 

are needed for another instruction Set (decision block 211). 
In the preferred embodiment used with the version 7 of the 
ARM microprocessor, there are only two instruction Sets. 
Thus there is no need for this decision block to loop for third 
and further instruction Sets. However, the Scope of the 
invention covers cases in which there are three or more 
distinct instruction Sets. If there is a need for additional 
Veneer functions for additional instruction Sets, then the 
compiler loops back to block 208 to generate another veneer 
function. The compiler alters the user Specified name 
according to the naming convention in the new instruction 
set (block 209) and stores a veneer object code file using the 
altered name (block 210) on disk. The process continues 
until a veneer function is created, renamed and Stored for all 
additional instruction sets (decision block 211). The com 
piler then ends at end block 212. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the function of the assembler 300. The 
ASSEMBLER mode 300 is very similar to the COMPILER 
mode 200. Upon entering the ASSEMBLER mode (start 
block 301), the programmer must specify the name of the 
function to be assembled (block 302). The compiler accepts 
a specification of the target instruction set (block 303). In the 
preferred embodiment, the target instruction Set is specified 
at assemble time via the command line or an option Selected 
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after starting the assembler as shown in block 303. The 
target instruction Set may be specified via an assembler 
directive, the mnemonicS employed in the Source file or as 
a default instruction Set in the absence of a user choice. The 
assembler then reads the Source file corresponding to the 
function name specified by the programmer (block 304). The 
assembler then generates an object code file in the Specified 
instruction set (block 305). The assembler then alters the 
name given to the function according to the naming con 
vention (block 306), which will be explained below. The 
assembler then stores the object code file with the altered 
name (block 307) on disk. 
The assembler then forms a corresponding Veneer func 

tion (block 308) in the first additional instruction set. As 
noted above each veneer function includes: one or more 
commands to change the computer from operating in the 
additional instruction Set to operating in the original instruc 
tion Set, a call to the original function in the original 
instruction Set, one or more commands to change the com 
puter from operating in the original instruction Set of func 
tion to operating in the additional instruction Set, and a 
return command in the additional instruction Set. The assem 
bler then alters the original function name according to the 
naming convention for the new instruction set (block 309). 
The assembler then stores an object code file of the veneer 
function (block 310) on disk. 

The assembler then checks to determine if veneer func 
tions are needed for another instruction set (decision block 
311). If there is a need for additional veneer functions for 
additional instruction Sets, then the assembler loops back to 
block 308 to generate another veneer function. The assem 
bler alters the user Specified name according to the naming 
convention in the new instruction set (block 309) and stores 
a veneer object code file using the altered name (block 310) 
on disk. The process continues until a Veneer function is 
created, renamed and Stored for all additional instruction Sets 
(decision block 311). The assembler ends at end block 312. 

The foregoing description notes a function naming con 
vention which will now be described in detail. Each function 
is given a name corresponding to the instruction Set it 
employs. In the preferred embodiment the compiler and the 
assembler automatically alters a user Specified name to 
provide the object code file name. In the preferred 
embodiment, the functions may be written in either ARM 
state or in THUMB-state. Each object code file is given a 
unique prefix corresponding to its state. THUMB-state func 
tions have a dollar sign (S) prepended to the used specified 
name. ARM-State functions have an underscore ( ) 
prepended to the user Specified name. The Veneer function 
for a THUMB-state function, which has an ARM instruction 
as its first instruction, uses the ARM-State naming conven 
tion. Additionally, the veneer function for an ARM-state 
function, whose first instruction is THUMB-state, uses the 
THUMB-state convention. 

As an example, for the ARM-state function with the 
programmer provided name of "xyz', the compiler gener 
ates a main function “ xyz' and a veneer function “Sxyz'. 
These are listed below. 

XyZ: ARM instruction(s) 
$xyz: 

<change to ARM states THUMB instruction(s) 
call xyz ARM instruction 
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8 
-continued 

<change to THUMB states 
<return to callers 

ARM instruction(s) 
THUMB instruction 

For the THUMB-state function with the programmer pro 
Vided name of “uVw, the compiler generates a Veneer 
function" uvw” and the main function “Suvw': 

Suvw: THUMB instruction(s) 
LWW: 

<change to THUMB states ARM instruction(s) 
call Suvw THUMB instruction 
<change to ARM states 
<return to callers 

THUMB instruction(s) 
ARM instruction 

Using this naming convention Scheme, a label with an 
underScore ( ) prefix always refers to ARM code, and a 
label with a dollar sign (S) prefix always refers to THUMB 
code. 

Using this naming convention each function has a native 
entry point in the instruction Set in which it is written and a 
Veneer function entry point in the other instruction Set. It is 
the responsibility of the compiler to call the appropriate 
entry point. This naming convention makes this task trivial. 
The programmer provides an unrestricted function name in 
the same fashion as in the prior art. The compiler always 
Stores the native object code file with a called function name 
according to the instruction Set in which the function was 
compiled. The compiler also always provides for each 
function complied a corresponding veneer function for the 
other instruction Sets with a name according to the naming 
convention for each other instruction Set. For example, A 
function compiled in the ARM-state always calls functions 
using the underScore ( ) prefix of the ARM-state naming 
convention ( xyz). The compiler prepends the underScore 
( ) to any function name provided by the user for a called 
function. Functions compiled in the THUMB-state always 
call functions using the dollar sign (S) prefix of the 
THUMB-state naming convention (SXyZ) by altering the 
user Specified name. Under this convention, whether the call 
is to the function itself, or to the function's veneer is 
transparent to the calling function and to the compiler. The 
compiler always generates object code files for called func 
tions using a name having the same instruction Set State as 
the calling function. Since every function has a correspond 
ing veneer function, this technique assures that each Such 
function call reaches the proper code. 

Following production of the object code files, the final 
program is linked by a linker in a manner known in the art. 
The linker starts with the prime function and locates all 
called functions then all functions called by those called 
functions, continuing until all called functions are located. 
The linker determines the order of concatenation of the 
object code files as known in the art. All the function calls 
are resolved into references by address rather than by 
function name. Finally, the completed program is Stored. 
Note that it is known in the art for a linker to omit from the 
linked executable object code files that are not called by 
other functions. 
The linker used with the naming convention of this 

invention can be the same as known in the prior art. The 
linker does not need any information regarding the instruc 
tion sets employed by the various functions. The linker 
needs only the name of each functions, their respective 
lengths and the names of any functions called by each 
function. It is known in the art for a linker to omit inclusion 
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of object code files that are never referenced. This is helpful 
to reduce the size of the final program by eliminating unused 
code. When employed with the naming convention of this 
invention, if a Veneer function is never referenced the linker 
will omit inclusion of the veneer function from the final 
executable object code. 

The naming convention has Several advantages over the 
prior art. The technique of this invention employs the 
Strengths of each part of the program development System. 
Program code generation is done in the compiler or the 
assembler. These programs are designed to generate pro 
gram code, thus the additional tasks required by this inven 
tion are minimal. The linker is completely uninvolved in the 
process of managing State changes and needs no special 
knowledge of the instruction Sets. The prior art linker 
function of omitting from the final program uncalled func 
tions advantageously uses a known function of linkers in the 
new environment. Employing the naming convention of this 
inventions eliminates the need to examine each call instruc 
tion in the program to determine if it needs to be rewritten 
because it addresses program code written in another 
instruction Set. Using the naming convention of this 
invention, each call is automatically correct. Lastly, the 
naming convention of this invention provides a program that 
is clearer at the assembly language level. That is, the final 
executable assembly language code is easier to understand 
than that provided by the prior art. 

This application has been described in conjunction with a 
computer capable of operating in two independent instruc 
tion sets. Particular examples of this invention have been 
noted for the case of only two independent instruction Sets. 
The naming convention of this invention can easily be 
applied to a computer capable of operating in more than two 
independent instruction sets. By Selection of other prefixes, 
functions can easily be marked as encoded in three or more 
instruction Sets. Note further, the naming convention need 
only unambiguously indicate the instruction Set for which 
the program code is encoded. Thus the function names could 
be marked with predetermined Suffixes postpended upon the 
user provided function names. Additionally, function names 
could be marked with predetermined infixes inserted into the 
user provided function names. There need only be Some 
regular manner of altering the user provided name to mark 
the object code files. 

The foregoing description has assumed that object code 
files for each function would be stored Separately. It is usual 
in the art for Separately provided object code files to be 
Stored in the form of Separate disk files. This is not necessary 
to practice this invention. This invention can be used in a 
program development System that uses Separately provided 
object code portions which are not necessarily Separately 
Stored. It is possible for plural functions, even functions 
which employ differing instruction Sets, to be compiled or 
assembled into a Single object code file. If functions Stored 
within Such a combined object code file may be accessed 
externally, i.e. by program code outside that object code file, 
then the function names and locations within the object code 
file must be visible to the linker. In all respects the compiler 
or assembler operates in accordance with the description 
above. Each such function within a combined object code 
file is named according to the naming convention. The 
compiler or assembler produces a veneer function, named 
according to its instruction Set, for each additional instruc 
tion Set. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of producing a computer program for a 

computer capable of operating in a plurality of disjoint 
instruction Sets comprising the Steps of: 
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a) producing a plurality of independently callable 

functions, for each function 
1) determining a target instruction set of Said plurality 
of disjoint instruction Sets employed by Said 
function, 

2) providing Said function with a function name unam 
biguously indicating Said target instruction Set of 
Said function, 

3) identifying within said function each call of another 
independent function, 

4) providing each identified call of another function 
within Said function a calling name unambiguously 
indicating Said target instruction Set of Said calling 
function, 

b) converting each function into a linkable object code 
module; 

c) storing each linkable object code module to disk 
employing Said function name as a disk file name; 

d) generating for each function and for each instruction 
Set other than Said target instruction Set a corresponding 
Veneer function, for each Veneer function 
1) providing said veneer function with a veneer func 

tion name unambiguously indicating Said other 
instruction Set, 

2) each veneer function consisting of at least one 
command to change the computer from operating in 
Said other instruction Set to operating in Said target 
instruction Set of Said corresponding function, 

a call to Said corresponding function in Said target instruc 
tion Set of Said corresponding function, 

at least one command to change the computer from 
operating in Said target instruction Set of Said corre 
sponding function to operating in said other instruction 
Set, 

a return command in Said other instruction Set, 
e) converting each veneer function into a linkable object 

code module, 
f) Storing each veneer function linkable object code 

module to disk employing Said Veneer function name as 
a disk file name; and 

g) linking said linkable object code modules into an 
executable object code file of the computer program, 
each call to another independent function linked to 
either said linkable object module of a function or one 
of said linkable object code modules of a veneer 
function having a disk file name matching Said calling 

C. 

2. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
1, wherein: 

Said Step of providing Said function with a function name 
and Said Step of providing each identified call of 
another function with a calling name each consist of 
modifying a user provided function name in a manner 
unambiguously indicating Said target instruction Set 
employed by Said function. 

3. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
2, wherein: 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined prefix to Said 
user provided function name, Said predetermined prefix 
unambiguously indicating Said target instruction Set 
employed by Said function call. 

4. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
3, wherein: 

Said plurality of distinct instruction Sets consists of first 
and Second distinct instruction Sets, and 
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Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
consists of 

providing a prefix dollar sign (S) to said user provided 
function name for functions employing Said first 
instruction Set, and 

providing a prefix underScore ( ) to Said user provided 
function name for functions employing Said Second 
instruction Set. 

5. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
2, wherein: 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined Suffix to Said user 
provided function name, Said predetermined Suffix 
unambiguously indicating Said target instruction Set 
employed by Said function. 

6. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
2, wherein: 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined infix to Said user 
provided function name, Said predetermined infix 
unambiguously indicating Said target instruction Set 
employed by Said function. 

7. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
1, wherein: 

Said Step of providing Said veneer function with a Veneer 
function name consists of modifying a user provided 
function name of Said corresponding function in a 
manner unambiguously indicating Said other instruc 
tion. 

8. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
7, wherein: 

Said step of modifying said user provided function name 
of Said corresponding function consists of providing a 
predetermined prefix to Said user provided function 
name of Said corresponding function, Said predeter 
mined prefix unambiguously indicating Said other 
instruction Set. 

9. The method of producing a computer program of claim 
8, wherein: 

Said plurality of distinct instruction Sets consists of first 
and Second distinct instruction Sets, and 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
of Said corresponding function consists of 

providing a prefix dollar sign (S) to said user provided 
function name of Said corresponding function for 
Veneer functions employing Said first instruction Set, 
and 

providing a prefix underScore ( ) to Said user provided 
function name of Said corresponding function for 
Veneer functions employing Said Second instruction Set. 

10. The method of producing a computer program of 
claim 7, wherein: 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
of Said corresponding function consists of providing a 
predetermined Suffix to Said user provided function 
name of Said corresponding function, Said predeter 
mined Suffix unambiguously indicating Said other 
instruction. 

11. The method of producing a computer program of 
claim 7, wherein: 

Said Step of modifying Said user provided function name 
of Said corresponding function consists of providing a 
predetermined infix to Said user provided function 
name of Said function, Said predetermined infix unam 
biguously indicating Said other instruction Set. 
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12. The method of producing a computer program of 

claim 1, wherein: 
Said Step of converting each function into a linkable object 

code module consists of compiling a Source code 
provided in a high level language. 

13. The method of producing a computer program of 
claim 1, wherein: 

Said Step of converting each function into a linkable object 
code module consists of assembling a Source code 
provided in mnemonic assembly language. 

14. The method of producing a computer program of 
claim 1, wherein: 

Said Step of linking Said linkable object code modules 
includes omitting from Said executable object code file 
any functions or Veneer functions not called by a 
function. 

15. A method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for a computer pro 
gram for a computer capable of operating in a plurality of 
disjoint instruction Sets comprising the Steps of 

a) Soliciting from a programmer a function name for each 
of a plurality of functions, 

b) Soliciting from the programmer a target instruction Set 
of Said plurality of disjoint instruction Sets employed by 
each of Said plurality of functions, 

c) naming each of said plurality of functions by modifying 
Said corresponding function name Solicited from the 
programmer in a manner unambiguously designating 
Said target instruction Set employed by Said function; 

d) identifying within each of Said plurality of functions 
any call to another of Said plurality of functions, 

e) providing each identified call of another function 
within each of Said plurality of functions a calling name 
by modifying a programmer provided function call 
name in a manner unambiguously designating Said 
target instruction Set employed by Said calling function; 

f) converting each of Said plurality of functions into a 
linkable object code module; 

g) Storing each linkable object code module to disk 
employing Said function name as a disk file name; 

h) generating for each of Said plurality of functions and 
for each instruction Set other than Said target instruction 
Set of Said function a corresponding veneer function, 
for each Veneer function 
1) naming said veneer function with by modifying said 

corresponding function name Solicited from the pro 
grammer in a manner unambiguously designating 
Said corresponding other instruction Set, 

2) each veneer function consisting of at least one 
command to change the computer from operating in 
Said other instruction Set to operating in Said target 
instruction Set of Said corresponding function, 

a call to Said corresponding function in Said target instruc 
tion Set of Said corresponding function, 

at least one command to change the computer from 
operating in Said target instruction Set of Said corre 
sponding function to operating in Said other instruction 
Set, 

a return command in Said other instruction Set, 
I) converting each veneer function into a linkable object 

code module, and 
j) storing each veneer function linkable object code mod 

ule to disk employing Said Veneer function name as a 
disk file name. 
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16. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming each of Said plurality of functions by 
modifying Said programmer provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined prefix to Said 
programmer provided function name, Said predeter 
mined prefix unambiguously indicating Said target 
instruction Set employed by Said function call. 

17. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 16, wherein: 

Said plurality of distinct instruction Sets consists of first 
and Second distinct instruction Sets, and 

Said Step of naming each of Said plurality of functions by 
modifying Said programmer provided function name 
consists of 

providing a prefix dollar sign (S) to said programmer 
provided function name for functions employing Said 
first instruction Set, and 

providing a prefix underScore ( ) to said programmer 
provided function name for functions employing Said 
Second instruction Set. 

18. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming each of Said plurality of functions by 
modifying Said programmer provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined Suffix to Said 
programmer provided function name, Said predeter 
mined Suffix unambiguously indicating Said target 
instruction set employed by said function. 

19. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming each of Said plurality of functions by 
modifying Said programmer provided function name 
consists of providing a predetermined infix to Said 
programmer provided function name, Said predeter 
mined infix unambiguously indicating Said target 
instruction Set employed by Said function. 

20. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming Said Veneer function by modifying 
Said programmer provided function name of Said cor 
responding function consists of providing a predeter 
mined prefix to Said programmer provided function 
name of Said corresponding function, Said predeter 
mined prefix Said other instruction Set. 
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21. The method of producing a plurality of independently 

callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 20, wherein: 

Said plurality of distinct instruction Sets consists of first 
and Second distinct instruction Sets, and 

Said Step of naming Said veneer function by modifying 
Said programmer provided function name of Said cor 
responding function consists of 

providing a prefix dollar sign (S) to said programmer 
provided function name of Said corresponding function 
for Veneer functions employing Said first instruction 
Set, and 

providing a prefix underScore ( ) to said programmer 
provided function name of Said corresponding function 
for Veneer functions employing Said Second instruction 
Set. 

22. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming Said veneer function by modifying 
Said programmer provided function name of Said cor 
responding function consists of providing a predeter 
mined Suffix to Said programmer provided function 
name of Said corresponding function, Said predeter 
mined Suffix corresponding to Said other instruction. 

23. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of naming Said veneer function by modifying 
Said programmer provided function name of Said cor 
responding function consists of providing a predeter 
mined infix to Said programmer provided function 
name of Said function, Said predetermined infix corre 
sponding to Said other instruction Set. 

24. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of converting each function into a linkable object 
code module consists of compiling a Source code 
provided in a high level language. 

25. The method of producing a plurality of independently 
callable, linkable object code modules for computer pro 
gram of claim 15, wherein: 

Said Step of converting each function into a linkable object 
code module consists of assembling a Source code 
provided in mnemonic assembly language. 
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